
Villa in El Paraiso
El Paraiso, Costa del Sol

€1,995,000
Ref: SP4656520

4-Bedroom Luxury Villa in El Paraiso with Mesmerizing Sea and Mountain Views Luxury meets tranquility in this 4-
bedroom villa located in the heart of El Paraiso, offering unparalleled views of the Mediterranean coastline and
Marbella's iconic La Concha mountain. This villa is a testament to lavish living, boasting 5 bedrooms and 4
meticulously designed bathrooms, each adorned with exquisite marble, ensuring every space is bathed in natural
light and breathes luxury. Beyond the generous dimensions of the bedrooms, complete with expansive fitted and
walk-in wardrobes, lie the terraces. These outdoor extensions of the indoor living spaces not only invite abundant
sunlight but also facilitate a seamless blend of indoor and outdoor experiences. Imagine waking up to the gentle
caress of sunlig...
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Property Description

Location: El Paraiso, Costa del Sol, Spain

4-Bedroom Luxury Villa in El Paraiso with Mesmerizing Sea and Mountain Views

Luxury meets tranquility in this 4-bedroom villa located in the heart of El Paraiso, offering unparalleled
views of the Mediterranean coastline and Marbella's iconic La Concha mountain. This villa is a
testament to lavish living, boasting 5 bedrooms and 4 meticulously designed bathrooms, each
adorned with exquisite marble, ensuring every space is bathed in natural light and breathes luxury.

Beyond the generous dimensions of the bedrooms, complete with expansive fitted and walk-in
wardrobes, lie the terraces. These outdoor extensions of the indoor living spaces not only invite
abundant sunlight but also facilitate a seamless blend of indoor and outdoor experiences. Imagine
waking up to the gentle caress of sunlight and the tranquil views of the sea and mountain - this villa
promises just that.

Descending to the heart of the home, the dining area unfolds in a welcoming semi-circle, a step down
from the state-of-the-art, open-plan kitchen. Storage is plentiful, marrying functionality with style. The
true gem, however, is the terrace wrapping around the inviting swimming pool, offering a panoramic
spectacle that is as breathtaking at dawn as it is at dusk.

Nestled within a generous 2996m2 plot, the villa's outdoor space is a verdant oasis, perfect for family
gatherings or simply soaking in the serene vistas of La Concha mountain and the glittering
Mediterranean. Though it may require minimal touches to reach its full potential, the essence of
luxury and comfort is already omnipresent.

El Paraiso is not just a location; it is where lifestyle, luxury, and natural beauty converge. With its
strategic location offering easy access to local amenities, this villa is more than a home—it's a slice
of paradise waiting to be cherished.
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 4 Baths: 5

Type: Villa Area: 550 m2 Land Area: 2996 m2

Features: Fitted Wardrobes,
Near Transport, Private Terrace,
Utility Room, Ensuite Bathroom,

Double Glazing

Setting: Close To Golf / Close
To Shops / Close To Sea /

Urbanisation
Orientation: South West

Condition: Excellent / Recently
Renovated

Pool: Private
Climate Control: Air

Conditioning

Views: Mountain / Garden /
Pool / Street

Kitchen: Fully Fitted Garden: Private

Category: Resale
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